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BY MARK AMES 

CHAPTER FIVE: OUR GOD IS SPEED 

“Our God is Speed” 
Vladimir Mayakovsky 

  

e took a vote. Should we skip an issue in 
August, when business is slow and half of 
Moscow is on vacation? How to take advantage 

of the expected advertising boom coinciding 

with the garish, $150 million celebration of 

Moscow’s 850th birthday in early September? 

... 1 voted to skip a week in August and read- 

just our publishing schedule so that we'd have 

an issue coming out the week of the “party of the century,” as Mayor 

Luzhkov’s people were calling it. Kara wanted to stick to the normal 

schedule. Matt had an even better idea: Why not really cash in by putting 

out three issues in a row, week after week, back-to-back, without the usual 
one-week interval? That way we'd have one issue coming out the week 

before the birthday bash, one the week of, and one the week after. Kara liked 

the idea: they heard cash registers ringing .. . 

I was staunchly against И. It was mosquito-muggy that 

day. The mere mention of extra work made me break out 

in one of my famous Sephardic sweats. I argued against it 

as best I could. My economics ratio is fame:work. How can 
you squeeze as much fame out of as little work as possible? 

But Kara and Matt outvoted те, Two to one. And then, to 

my horror, they both split for vacation during that same 

three-week period. Taibbi chased his girlfriend back to 
Yale, while Kara and her husband were secretly plotting to 

sink the company. Like all embittered partners, she wanted 
to see the paper die in her absence, She was all for me run- 
ning the newspaper alone. As | later learned, the gist of 
their plan was to run up arrears with our printing press 

and our film developer, while not collecting on any of our 
bills, leaving us choked of funds and without any favors to 

call from the people who we had to pay to keep the paper 

going. She had counted on the fact that our operation was 
so feckless—and Kara was so on top of everything—that 

we wouldn't figure out the scheme until it was too late. It 

almost worked, 

But before then, when phase one of the sink-the-eXile 

plan first kicked in, I didn’t see the storm clouds coming. 

Actually, I waited until the roof of my cozy little house was 

blown off and 1 stood in four feet of water before 1 

ized, Fuck! I’m going to have to do this ALL BY MY FUCK- 

ING SELF! The selfish American shitheads had abandoned 

me for their vacations RIGHT WHEN I NEEDED THEM 

MOST! 

There was only one other person who could possibly 
help me through. 

I called up Krazy Kevin to beg him for some editorial 
assistance. Г pay him anything, 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

“Oh no, man,” he said in his lazy, slacker way. “I'm going 
to Ukraine and the Baltics. Didn't Matt tell you?” 

So I was alone. 
Before leaving, Taibbi joked that my hair would turn 

white before he returned . . . like Leland Palmer's from Tiwint 

Peaks. 1 didn't laugh—the possibility was too real. I'm get- 

ting up there in age. My brother, who is only two years older 
than I, has whitened temples. 

But I was lucky. I got ahold of one secret aide, my little 

Santa's helper; ап old snowman who's been bailing me out 
of trouble ever since college finals first pinned me up against 
the wall. 

If it wasn’t for the speed I'd scored in Estonia while 

renewing my visa that summer, I don’t know how I'd have 

made it through. It wasn't very good speed—in fact, it's 
about the worst speed I've ever snorted in my life, Way too 

ex-lax white for my tastes: white means baby powder and 

laxative. The really good speed is yellowish or crystal-brown. 
My friend Lee always has a rock of pure crystal when I visit 

him in Hollywood. He takes a razor and scrapes a few rails 
off the crystal for me every time I see him. He calls his speed 
“glass” —he gets it before they even wash it down with what- 

ever chemicals they use to dilute it. 

The Estonian shit—you can tell you're the very last 

sucker in the drug chain pyramid—you're the last scavenger 
to the corpse. What's left is fur and bone, the odd ligament. 
But you don’t have a choice. When it comes to drugs, you 

takes what you can gets. 

hen I was working 

on the second solo 
issue, I got a call 

from Jeffrey Tayler. 
He'd been commissioned by Spin 
magazine to write an article on 
drug abuse in Russia. In the fall of 

1997, it had become the new fash- 

ion among foreign correspondents. 
to write harrowing, chilling ac- 

counts of young drug addicts in 
the former Soviet Union. The Los 

= Angeles Times, the New York Times, 

Newsday . . . they'd all run harrowing-Russian-drug-abuse 

stories that fall. 
Tayler called me for help because he figured, reading our 

newspaper, that we knew everything there needed to be 
known about drugs. I was flattered, as [ easily am. We agreed 

to meet. I had a preconception of what a Spin writer should 

  

  

  

look like: earring, stringy hair, leather jacket ... а kind of 
deceptively lazy-voiced ex-college radio DJ type. 

Оп the day of the appointment with Tayler, some absolute 
nerd arrived in his place: tweed jacket with elbow patches, 
pressed slacks, loafers, perfectly coiffed hair, cartoon square 

jaw, and soft voice. Was he looking for an art gallery party? 
Here? 

“Hi, I’m Jeffrey Tayler,” he said, introducing himself, 
I hid my shock, the way you try not to show your revul- 

sion when you meet someone with a birth defect*—a glass 
eye, a bionic hand, a jaw destroyed by flesh-eating bacteria ... 

In the hope that the eXile would get some publicity, I 

spent a few weeks helping Tayler. He admitted to me almost 
straight off the bat that he'd never tried drugs in his life. He 

told me that he'd previously written for Atlantic Monthly 

and Harper's Magazine, “I don’t even understand the drug 
language, so 1 hope you can help me,” he modestly pleaded. 
“Г usually write about culture and that sort of thing.” Tayler 

tried ingratiating himself to eXile-y decadence by telling me 
about the time he spent in Morocco. 

Tayler needed training wheels. He didn’t know that you 
“snort” coke, or what “banging” heroin meant. It was embar- 

rassing. I myself felt like some washed-up hipster with an 
earring, using that kind of language. He was looking for the 

real dark, harrowing angle as well. 
“Spin wants me to write about some other kinds of 

drugs,” he said. “I'm not sure what they're called, but not the 
regular stuff, you know, I need to find drug addicts shooting 
up dirty needles, that kind of thing. They want a real gritty, 
dark story, with a Russian angle.” 

I wasn’t going to let his annoying idiocy get in the way of 

my own literary ambitions, so I introduced him to a drug 
addict friend of mine, under the pretext that he'd be pro- 
tected, I told Tayler clubs to visit, places to go, things to 

watch out for. In return, he was going to blow the eXile in Spin. 

One night, I got a call from an astonished Tayler. He asked 

me, ina whispered, nervous voice: “Is it ... is it true that you 
can snort heroin?” he asked. 

I laughed. “Uh, yeah, of course. Everyone does. Why?” 
“Wow, I didn’t know. I was at Marika, and these girls were 

snorting something in the bathroom. I asked them what it 
was, and they said ‘heroin.’ I thought they were just teasing 
me.” 

Another time he told me about going to Titanik and see- 
ing a group of young techno types in sunglasses passed out 
on couches with blank expressions. “What do you think that 
is?” he asked. 

“I don't know. Coming down from Е, or else heroin.” 
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“Yeah, I think it was ecstasy,” he said. “That's what my 
friend said. I have an escort showing me around. I'm going 
to a kislotechny (acid) club tonight. You wanna come with 
me?” 

“Г meet you there.” 
“What time?” 
“Don't wait,” I'd say. 
I'm still not sure what the guy's deal is. How could some- 

one in their mid-30s never have tried drugs? It was bizarre. 
He spoke a flawless, almost accentless Russian. Only CIA 
spooks and Mormon evangelists have stats like that. He just 
didn't make sense. 

I finally saw the article a few months later, Г was shocked. 
1 thought I'd trained this bitch up, but he'd let me down. It 
was nothing but a collection of every harrowing-tales-of- 
drug-addicts-doom-apocalypse cliché you could ever imag- 
ine, And worst of all—the fucker didn’t mention me once! 
Me, his OB-1 Kanobe, without whom . .. ah, fuck it. 

Journalists aren't just professional liars, propagandists, 

and pickpockets—they’re also the lowest, most shameless 
careerists and ingrates on Planet Earth. 

The accumulation of drugs=despair articles in the fall of 
1997 spoke more of a conspiracy among careerist hacks than 
anything remotely resembling the truth. What people forget 
in every article ever written about drugs is one simple, basic 
fact: PEOPLE TAKE DRUGS BECAUSE THEY'RE 
FUN- That'sit. It's the most basic premise of all. There's no 
mystery to the drug thing. People drink water to quench 
their thirst; they have sex because it feels good; and they do 
drugs because they're fun. Is it really that difficult a concept 
to run by the reader? Is this obvious fact really so dangerous 
and censored that we can never utter it in the printed public? 

Even Hunter 5. and William Burroughs couldn't state it 

that plainly: they elevated drugs to the mythical level, keep- 
ing mum on the single most obvious, dangerous fact. So I'll 

repeat: PEOPLE DO DRUGS BECAUSE THEY'RE FUN, №5 

no different from alcohol or roller coasters, except that 
drugs are A LOT BETTER. 

If everyone would admit that people do drugs because 

they’re fun, then suddenly, the whole 30-year war on drugs 

thing would seem savage and bizarre: the war on fun. Which 
is exactly what it is. 

Drugs are also incredibly practical. They can help you get 

through rough times. They can numb you to horrible cir- 

cumstances. They can improve your social skills. Or they can 

increase your work efficiency. Sometimes coffee just isn’t 

enough, just like sometimes beer isn’t enough, 
When I was stuck doing three issues back-to-back, all 

OUR GOD IS SPEED 

alone, it was the speed that stepped in as deputy editor, copy 
editor, ideas-man, and gofer. I went days without sleeping, 
just railing out one strelka, or arrow, after another. True, 
each issue was worse than the previous one. The last Taibbi- 
less issue was almost a complete editorial disaster. Readers 

were beginning to complain about the decline in quality. It 
could have been worse, though, There could have been no 
newspaper at all, with me hanging from the ceiling, a 
scrawled note pinned to my body: “I didn’t have what it 

takes. Go on without me. M” 

uscovites rarely take speed. It’s one of the few 
truly baffling things about this place: an enigma 

wrapped in a zipper lock wrapped in a nose- 
bleed. It’s not like Russians don’t love their 

drugs as much as the next guy. They vacuum up overpriced, 

heavily cut cocaine, they bang heroin and Special K, they 
drink shoe polish and paint thinner, they sniff glue and 
gasoline, they drop countless tabs of cheap Polish acid, they 

pop Latvian ecstasy like it's chewing gum, they score rank 
opiate substitutes and poppy straw from babushki at 
Lubyanka and bang it in basements, they chow mushrooms, 

they spark up Kazakh shake that takes 20 hits to get a buzz 
from, they smoke Afghani hashish, drop trangs .. they even 
take drugs I'd never even heard of before Г arrived, Like vint, 

an amphetamine developed by the Germans for the 
Luftwaffe. I'd like to try it, but I’m sure it’s а filthy high, full 
of awful speed-hallucinations. I don’t want to have one of 
those Prince Myshkin wiggly bacon seizures in the middle of 
someone's floor, spike-in-arm. 

Ketamine is another drug I didn’t know about until I 

came to Moscow. The Russians say that Ketamine was devel- 

oped as an anaesthetic for abortions. It works differently on 

men and women. Women experience a kind of sweet, 

euphoric high, lolling on the puffy clouds, passing through 

heaven's petting zoos. For men it’s a bit different. There are 
no petting zoos and puffy clouds. It’s more like an H. P. 
Lovecraft world of terror, fish that are all bear-trap jaws. . .. 

Your body becomes a pilotless slab of concrete in low- 
gravitational flight, paralyzed but awake, recklessly careening 

above the stratosphere, in the darkness, without any brakes 
or headlights . . . just burning out of control into a physical 

place called Terror. A poet friend of mine, Andrei Turkin, 
shot Ketamine a few times and told me all about it. At the 
time, I was desperately searching for drugs, coming up 
empty. With Turkin, I thought | might have finally found a 
“Drug Crowd,” that secret underground clique that lurks in 

every city, town, class, etc... . Since Turkin was a poet—a 
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Russia Turns Trendsetter 
by Mark Ames   

Rustions die зо thot their progeny could became wigged= 
‘out fochno heods engoging in some kind of flat “group 
‘0x7; bh why did't | get excited?; ond <}. ore theve quer 
fons mere serafonin socked attempts 10 “pet to the bot- 
tom of i” ar to “son о pattern” where one doesn't exist? 
The only answer | could come uip with yas that yer, 
иде, 20 mithon Russians did Jay thelr bres down each 

| 40 thot а few thousand kids, on the 50th anniversary of 
that Море victory, coud inhale imparted drugs ond 
engage in “group xen” What the hell 4 they expect ony: 
‘wor? | got moan ond nasty ond as the seratonin washad 
‘oway, and the tumble of tanks below my window kept me 
from much-needed sleep, ond my boss hadnt come 
banging on my door at 8, | would have spent olf monn 
ing beoading about the mecninglessners of war ond life, 

‘Okay, now here's the fwisk See, that was two long 
‘yoors ago. The winds only blew from west 19. вом then. 
But I've been back хо Calitoria, ond Куб seen some 
thing so owtul... could it Ба? *Chemical Brothers ond 
‘Orb Headline the Ногу J Kaiser Auditorium!” "Techno 
‘Music Tokes Youth By Storm” “From Ато" To "дэ" 
The San Jose Mercury Guide to Techno’ м the ох, 
‘you con choose your night out based on what kind of 
‘music you're into: gorage hos about 10 fstings in San 
Froncitco: Progressive, House and Hardcore have o few, 
‘ond 40 on. So #5 finally happened to America, only FIVE 
YEARS AFTER IT HIT RUSSIA: America hos gone technol 
What scores me the most is that I'm beginning 10 detect 
о trand of America following the lead of Russia in a lot of 
things. For example, in the film Fargo, the kidnappers offer 
the cop Ву dollors to forge! about а registration обо. 
True, the cop refused, and wound up going hit head 
blown olf_ but stil, в means Russfication has reached the 
for noth of Minnescta, not to’ mension popular culture, 
‘and it could only lead me to ask, what in God's nome в 
newt Group Ses? No-one thing | rmolued obout 
‘Americans (в that they stopped having sex—heterosexval 
10%, af least, You can see it ia oll the surveys they publish, 
Americans are fascinated with lesbions ight now—they've 
gone bonkers over dykes, who сте ой over the Ts, 
movies, mogazinay—even my mother’s Ото about 
them-—t's the closest thing we get to Group Sex, only it's 
{for cleaner, clean enaugh for the whale family, Bot con 
spicvous consumption—that one Ной #xpat: hove sneered 
1 поз definitely in: Not only has the Next Generation 
‘gone techno end bribery, but they're also into expansive 
Ogors, golf and quirky cars that costo lott mgy not be 
the Golden Palace, but W's о step in thot direction, and И 
makes me sort of glad thot fim heading back fo the land 
‘bate trends avg set. Rosso~thietrendseting nation of the 
late 90s. Icon see the doubly tronic leads now: “The Times 
They are о Cha-o-o-ngin™ or 7 Reogan wos dead, he'd 
‘be turing in bis grave ketowing that America’s youth tok 
‘ts cue from Russio’s* Kind of makes you wonder whe 
‘really won the Cold Wor ahr ail, doesn’t 1. 

Not really.     
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well-known Moscow poet—it 

seemed natural that he'd have 
access. It’s understood that one 
of the few perks in the art 
world is access to drugs. | was 

trying to get him to hit up his 

avant-garde friends for some 
good drugs, but Ketamine was 

all he could offer me. I consid- 

ered it. | was so desperate for a 
vacation in the mind that I 
even considered banging 
Special K with him until he 

told me what to expect. It 
sounded like PCP, and that’s 

got to be about the scariest 
substance on earth. 1 would 
rather die—I mean literally 

DIE—than endure a night on 

PCP—or Ketamine, for that 
matter, although the Ketamine 

“high,” if you can call an awake 
nightmare a “high,” mercifully 
only lasts an hour, Once Andrei 

told me that he saw God while 
on Special K, and it was horrible. 

He didn’t get into details. But 

he did continue popping the 
shit, right until he moved to 

Austria, when the government 

gave him a grant to write a 

novel, I asked Turkin why he 

took it, and he'd just laugh, 

twist his finger to his forehead, 
meaning to say, “I am crazy 

Russian poet, hee-hee!” 
Turkin and his ex-jock girl- 

friend were a pair of obscene 
alcoholics drinking themselves 

to death every night. As a 

protégé and member of Dmitri 

Prigov's postmodern poets’ 

circle, I thought Andrei would 

have access to something better 

than liquid panic. He made a 
few promises to find me 
speed—he kept calling it “phe- 
drene”—but they never came 

‚



through. The drug world seems 
to follow the same script in any 
culture. Ten empty promises for 
every bad score, and five rip-offs 
for every decent score. Not very 

good odds. 
Who else could I turn to for 

speed? Vova, my banker friend, 
only wanted to drink vodka and 
smoke that shitty Kazakh shake, 
He introduced me to a locally 

famous, but painfully bad, punk 

band, DumBo, whose lead singer, 
the Armenian Jew “PoZr;” couldn't 
come up with anything better 

than weed either. I smoked a few 

joints with him before the 

DumBo concerts at the old 

Sexton and Bunkr clubs, where 
metalheads, punks, and bikers 
hung. I didn’t even catch a 

buzz—just got tired and scared. 
Once, I almost got stomped at 

a DumBo show by some bikers, 
the Night Wolves, who are the 
local Hell’s Angels. I was drunk 
and I slapped one of their girls’ 
asses. It was idiotic—I deserved a 

good knifing for it, but she mer- 
cifully pulled them away from 
me. So I was humiliated, and 
straight. Jesus! If even a popular 
punk band can’t score anything 
better than fucking weed, I’m 
doomed. 

In late 93 and "94, I had to rely 
on the apteky, or pharmacies, for 
my scores. The real coup was the 
Stary Arbat pharmacy, a newly 

remodeled pharmacy, dom 25. 

The walls were painted fresh 
white. The display cases looked 
like they’d been imported from 
Austria, all clean and glass, with 
painted strips of metal. I cruised 

inside once when Dr. Dolan was 
visiting me in Moscow. In one of 
the sparkling glass display cases, 

OUR GOD IS SPEED 
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by Mark Ames 
cor himself ond approached the cop, 
clfering bis passport, The сор asked 
him what he did in Moscow, and 
mocked bis answors He mocked his 
fob, his citizenship, his bod Russian [my 
triend atfected the bad Russion, hoping 
thot ooivels would pul the cop off. 
Then the cop noticed о minar fault in 
his visa, and said, “Daves! v тан” 
That wos a thay wore taking both of 
them into the station, Where, for иле, 
they'd be faked. And where, for wre, 
the smock would be found 

“My legs started shaking uncontrel- 
ably,” my trend told me 1 kept tha 
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этой omounts for paronal use, targe 
‘amount, and very large amounts об 
‘ously iniweded for sale. However, there 
hos never been an oficial lst publahed 
‘wbich spells out what a "ито amour” 
ig, though the Minstry of Health, 
which в © ое of naming that 

tough the media," Zobarin told me. 

‘amount’ of heroin is, by our own con 

tw yoors, but this hast never been con- 
firmed. The Chereyomushki court told 
the elle thot on Artericon woman wos 
busted in August ot Sheremetyewo, hare 
ing ие seven kilos of smack into hor 
daughter's borbie dof en rouse from 
Lina, 40 Moscow, 10. Usbliona, №5 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

we spotted a bottle of German codeine cough syrup. I couldn’t 
believe my eyes, but it was true. Regulations were lax when I 

first arrived. The cough syrup was a real find: I'd buy about 
four jars of the stuff for twenty dollars a bottle. I'd come 

home, strip naked, light a candle, then gulp down a half a 

bottle at a time. 

The high you get from codeine cough syrup is fairly close 
to а heroin high, if you drink enough: that same numb, low 
hum in the ears. I'd lie in my bed in the communal apart- 

ment 1 lived in, play my Breeders cassette, and pass out. . . . 
My neighbors, a pasty alcoholic and his obese architect wife, 

quietly avoided the American junkie in the apartment. I self- 
ishly blasted my music and ignored them. But after fifteen or 
so bottles, the codeine effect wore off. After a few months of 
sucking that shit down, I was starting to look like a bleached, 

thin poet. That really scared me. And then, just like that, they 

pulled the codeine cough syrup off the counters. The revo- 
lutionary chaos from "91 to "93 was quickly fading, a rippling 

effect that began with the tanks shelling the White House, 
sound waves that rippled into the pharmacies, onto the 

streets, until it spread across Moscow: random order was 
replacing chaos. 

So I was back to square one. By mid-’94, I was ready to 
give up on Russia as a source of vascular decadence. I was 

despondent, and my inflated opinion of Russians began to 

wane. Неге a nation of proud maximalists, living on the 
footsteps of nature’s very own opium poppy preserve 

(Central Asia), and of all things, they choose to stick to 
vodka—dirty, filthy, piss-in-your-underwear vodka. It 
seemed to me that the idiots only wanted to drink, that they 

couldn't imagine drugs that took you to far more interesting 
places than Ketamine, pot, or alcohol. | tried defending 

Russians in my mind for their bad taste: such as, life here was 

already so intense that the kind of drugs I was looking for 
would only send them over the edge. Of course you need 

speed, Е, or heroin in suburban America—NOTHING 

HAPPENS IN SUBURBAN AMERICA. But that excuse didn’t 

wash—it's all a matter of taste, and in this area, the Russians, 
I was sure, had bad fucking taste. 

There was another, possible source. It was the expat 
world. From what intelligence I had gathered, they were a 
very unlikely source of drugs. Moscow’s American expats in 
particular were a grotesque caricature of Middle America: 

part Tim Allen, part Jerry Lundergaard, They'd have had 
bar-b-ques on their lawns if Moscow had lawns—they did, 
in fact, practically every weekend. They had proverbial bar- 
b-ques on their proverbial lawns every weekend. 

On my first day in Moscow in 1993, I was dragged to an 

  

expat softball game just outside of town, where they tried 
bar-b-queing uncooked McDonald’s hamburger patties. 
This is the truth: on my first day, about a hundred expats 
took two U.S. Embassy buses out to a field in a village out- 

side of Moscow for a foreigners-only softball tournament. 

‘And among the sponsors was McDonald’s, which delivered 
hundreds of uncooked hamburger patties and a couple of 
hibachis. | was dragged there by Al Parker's local American 
manager, Ted Krashenko. Since Al had lined up my visa, and 
Ted had picked me up from the airport when 1 arrived, 1 
complied. And was shocked. The expats there—almost all 

Americans—told me with wild-eyed joy that this was the 

best day of the summer. 
“You're really lucky,” several of them said. “It barely feels 

like Russia here, It's great, isn’t it!” 

I'd come to escape the American paradigm—and here it 

was, transplanted in its entirety! I thought I'd made а huge 

mistake in coming here, and I briefly considered fleeing to 
somewhere more remote—Novosibirsk, Irkutsk, Tomsk-7 . . . 

As expat communities go, Moscow's has to boast the 
shoddiest bunch of losers of all. Hands-down. It’s as though, 
no matter how young they were, they couldn't wait to be 
middle-aged—that is, the type of middle-aged people who, 

trying to show their youthful spark, dress in college sweats 
and baseball caps. And just in case you didn’t get it the first 
time around, the Americans created an intramural ultimate 

Frisbee league, and a softball league, and a tag football 
league. They took over the fields and parks of Moscow for 
their sports, and chased locals away when they bothered 
them, 

Later in the evening they happily drank beer at expat par- 
ties, or expat bars. Beer! And they did a lot of worrying about 
their careers. Careers! And they were and are an incredibly 
ugly community, physically speaking. And I mean U-G-L-Y! 
Especially compared to the Russians—well, the female 
Russians—who are the most physically attractive gazelles on 
earth. 

For expats, in 1993, Moscow barely even existed, and to 
this day barely exists—Moscow might at times be conceded 
as a cinematic backdrop to their career-climbing, hotel- 
lobby-lurking, insulated lives. And yet, Moscow didn’t even 
provide a cinematic backdrop—it couldn't, in fact: because 
the expats here were the least cinematic people alive. They 
were the triumph of genetic blandness, beige-blooded. It 
took me a while to understand. The whole setup was too 
bizarre; it’s never been described before in literature or film, 
this incongruous blandness upholstered over the chaos of a 
collapsed empire. At first, I couldn't quite verbalize it; 1 
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thought somehow it was I who was 
misreading things; it was | whose 
romantic expectations of Moscow 
were not only wrong, but perversely 
distorted, I had expected savagery, 

nihilism, and romance when I 
arrived. And I knew those things 
were going on, in every nook and 
cranny of Russia that hadn’t been 

sterilized by the presence of an 
expat. They tried to recreate familiar 

episodes—moving, in seatbuckled 
transport, from Rosie O’Grady’s 
Irish bar to the Western-furnished 
apartment to the Western super- 

market to the Western restaurant . .. 
it just made no sense. 

What were they doing here?! 
These types don’t just pack up 

from America and head to 
Moscow. Damaged people like me 

go to Moscow—we flee, we take 
refuge in the anti-America, or so 

Га thought. Instead, they came 

here and took refuge in an insular 
simulation of the familiar, 

So what about the “ипсопуеп- 
tional” expat? Where did he go? As 
far as I know, the ever-so-slightly, 

temporarily unconventional types 

go to Prague. They spend a year 
there. They write a little poetry. 
They dabble in a few things they 
never had the guts to try in college: 
ecstasy, bisexual sex, whacky hair- 
dos and body piercing. . . . Then 
they go back home. But Moscow as 
magnet for boring careerists? 
‘There was something truly bizarre 
about this expat community des- 
perately trying to force a bar-b-que 
morality on the most violent, cor- 
тирь anarchic city in the world. 
Like Ned Flanders packing up for 
Goa to sell processed cheese, avoid- 

ing the giant raves and hippies, 
cowering in his Goa-Sheraton 
hotel room, glued to a Tony 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

The ct 

Moscow reality was so 

Robbins special asm between expat world and 

  

at that it created something psy 

  

chotic. The expat community reacted as any individual 

  

$ inner, familiar   might react to such a disparity between or 

  

world and the outer, inexplicable world; they got a big-time 
ented and did 

  

disease. The expats became grotesquely di 
n't even know it, They suffered from a mass psychotic 
episode of Foliea Deux, although instead of imagining 
themselves as emperors and tank commanders, they adopt 
ed the blandest delusion possible—that of commuting 
careerists living back in suburban Atlanta, occasionally pass: 
ing a depressed industrial district over the freeway bridge 

a delusion that could only be punctured by bad weather 

and occasionally malfunctioning telephone lines 
Moscow was not real for the American expats. It was 

ignored, the way these people have learned, through solid 

  

American upbringing     nore a lot of unpleasant things 
they don't want to know. They even have a propaganda 

nes, to reinforce that delusion, success: 

  

organ, the Moscow Ti 
fully superimposing white Atlanta microbrewery culture 

  

over savage Moscow, and making everyone feel all the more 
comfortable for it 

I was willing to engage in psychotic episodes and mass 

  

delusion, so long as it was artificially induced. But these 
rock-climbing types didn't need or want drugs, They just 
wanted more beer 

They were no help to me 
| wanted drugs, even if Moscow was providing its fair 

share of natural excitement. The shelling of the White House 

  

was great, | have to admit. I spent the whole day 
wandering around the gun battle. Once, when I passed a 
barricaded police precinct station, two cops pointed their 
AKs at me and threatened to make human confetti out of 

  

me if 1 didn’t ¢ a long, circuitous route around them 

That day-long adrenaline rush was the closest to speed I'd 
had in Moscow, The killings, the corpses that litter the 

streets, the odd bomb that went off in the night. They were 

good for a rush, But I wanted drugs because I need that 
vacation in the mind every so often, After my first year, I 

  

thought Га come to the wrongest place on earth for drugs. 
The Russians only wanted to drink, and I don't care for alco: 

  

hol; and the expats were duller than Belgians, Homo 

  

Sovieticus perfected, Brezhnev’s wet dream. 
Then I met James. 
James is the guy who dropped something called Marilyn 

| still don’t know what the fuck Marilyn is, and I haven't 

“Hey, is that a Swacket?” 
{ Swaquet, en francais.” 

Stay cool and detoched at Americon parties. Then 
heod on off te Jeon-Claude's, fold the swaquet 

Hey, expats! Hos this happoned to you? You're at Rosie's, ог 
Propaganda, having а good time, when suddenly someone suggests you 

head over to Jean-Claude’s beavjolais party, You arrive at his flat in 
your beat-up leather coat, only to find that, without a sweater lightly 
slung over your shoulders, U DON’T FIT INI! What to do? eXile has the 

The new SWACKET! It's not а sweater. It’s not o leather jacket. 
It's а Swacket, the 2 in 1 torso unit, 

"C'est Swaquet, en franca’ 

Here's How it Works! 

Swackev 
‘Mail your name, address, phone number and 

your jacket size (Sm-Xig) with a chock for 

+ 12.00 shipping ond handling to: 
Jomio Weston 

Now York, NY 10012 
‘or call 101 (212) 539-4443 

Allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery 

It’s difficult to say which expat community was more nauseating: the alterno-expats (few though they were), or the Eurotrashe 
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heard of it since. It looked horrible, but James insists to this day that Marilyn was the best drug he'd ever tried, and you could 
only get it in Moscow. I'd try it just to try it, but I wouldn't go into the ride with an eager smile and my hands up in the air— 
Га clutch to the safety bar and scream like a bitch. 

All 1 remember is that James did a lot of twitching when he was on Marilyn. We were in Ptyutch, the infamous (and over. 
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n, fuck you. get 
ed as    furiously      

rated) underground rave club that sur. 
vived until mid-'96, I saw James there, 

sitting alone опа couch. Twitching and 
trembling. The left side of his face 
looked like it was melting off the bone. 
A filthy-rich 25-year-old Russian ciga- 
rette distributor named Igor, decked 

out in Day-Glo techno uniform and 

metallic platforms, had scored James 

the tab. He couldn't explain to me what 

Marilyn was because he couldn't ver- 

balize a complete thought that night 
He kept slouching in his chair, with a 
blind smile on his face 

fark,” James repeated, trying to 
throw his arm around me. “I really .. 

I really ... what? Did .. . did you say?” 
His eyeballs vibrated back and forth 

like figures on a slot machine, and his 
hands shook so violently that he 
couldn't pull a cigarette out of the 

pack. 
“Are you okay, James?” I asked. 

“Yeah,” he drawled. “It’s really 

great. This guy... he gave me 
Marilyn. He gave те...” James fell 

asleep in the middle of his words, 
then suddenly jolted awake, turned 

and smiled, then tried throwing his 
arm around me again. He couldn't lift 

them high enough to get them 
around my shoulders. 

Г worried about James that night. 

But I was pretty high myself, which 

made me selfish in a numb, distant 

sort of way. I'd done my first lines of 
Russian heroin, and they weren't that 
bad. A creepy young junkie, Misha, 
invited me to go with him and his 
girlfriend into their car, parked 
around the corner from Ptyutch. He 
poured some china white on a face 
mirror, quickly cut it into rails, and 

passed the mirror to me, Within 
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twenty minutes, I was happily buzzed, Things were looking 
up in Russia. 

James never could figure out what Marilyn consisted of, 
and I've never heard of it since. | would guess that it was 
some kind of cocktail of ecstasy and heroin. I'd heard about 

а Russian girl who ОГУ on such a cocktail. She popped one 
E/heroin cocktail, but didn’t feel anything. So she popped 
another. She waited, but got impatient, and wanted to show 
off her Russian nonchalance. So she popped another cock- 
tail. And then another. She finally felt a rush, but being 
drunk and Russian and predisposed to taking things to the 
limit, she thought she'd pop another one for good measure. 
And one more. About an hour later, her heart stopped. They 

rushed her to the hospital. She survived, but she lost that 

chirpy glow of hers forever. 
James had been overindulging in ecstasy over the previ- 

ous year, and he had a few physiological glitches resulting 
from a meningitis attack as a child. Maybe his nervous sys- 
tem couldn't handle the sensation overload of an Е and 
heroin cocktail—if that’s what the Marilyn was. Perhaps 
Marilyn was just some bizarre KGB psychotic, who knows. 
But it fucked James up. Ecstasy was doing enough damage to 

his nerves. The last time | saw him on Е, his eyes dripped 
down to his lips, and his lips were pouring off of his face. It 

didn’t look fun or funny; just horrifying. 
I thought about James as I lay in my bed that night, float- 

ing weakly from the last residue of heroin in my blood. It 

was the first time I'd scored heroin in Moscow, and it lived 
up to its promise. The danger to James seemed abstract to 

me at the time, and my sincere worries were equally as dis- 
tant. The next afternoon, James met for a Sunday brunch 

with some local executives. He told me he felt great, and 
although he still couldn't describe Marilyn's effects, it was 

worth the ride. 
“I was really worried about you, James,” I told him. “I was 

seriously considering calling an ambulance.” 

“No, I was fine,” he laughed. “I really enjoyed it. But if you 
were so fucking worried, Ames, why did you abandon me? 

Great friend you are.” 
“Sorry?” 

James comes from a freakishly wealthy, yacht-owning 
English family. It was through James and his Eurotrash 
friends that I finally found the Drug Crowd in Moscow. 
When all else fails, always go with the rich. Careerist middle- 
class Americans are guaranteed bummer-’bots. They won't 

even do drugs in private, They've been so successfully co- 

opted by the Reagan propaganda machine that they actually 
believe drugs are immoral; and what's worse, they're con- 

    

vinced that they came to this sick, perverse conclusion all on 

their own. 
Russians at least don’t judge you morally, particularly not 

when it comes to self-abuse, It’s one of the main reasons 1 
feel so much more free here than back home. They don't 
judge you, and they aren’t hypocrites. 

Before James I'd never hung out with Eurotrash types, In 
fact, I'd barely even believed that they were real. One thing I 

noticed right away was that his crowd liked to be around 
beautiful Russian women—unlike either my poet friends or 
‘American expat acquaintances. Or rather, beautiful Russian 
girls liked to be around James's crowd. In any event, it was a 

sign that unlike the mainstream bar-b-que expats, these guys 
were looking for maximum sensual pleasure. 

There were some drawbacks to the Eurotrashers, however. 
They listened to techno music, talked lovingly about Ibiza 
and modeling shows, and dropped a few coded hints that, at 
the very least, cocaine was part of their weekend. . . . Okay, 1 
could tolerate the coke part. To coin a proverb, where there 
is coke, there is the catalogue. 

One night, when James felt safe enough, he invited me to 
a party his Eurotrash friends were throwing in an huge 
apartment on the Novy Arbat. It was the night I was first 
introduced into Moscow's drug world. | can’t remember 
exactly how it went, but I think James said something jokish 
and disparaging about people who drop ecstasy, but the dis- 

paraging was so obviously ironical to my ears that I decided 
to up the coded ante by mentioning drugs in a morally neu- 
tral sentence, which he then seconded in his own way, which 

I then peeled open by admitting that I'd “tried” a few drugs, 

which led to a few jokes about pot and hash, then a mention 

of ecstasy ...a few minutes later, I followed him into a closed 
bedroom, where his friend Ben sold me a hit of E for $35. 

There were probably 40 people at the party, including a 
few Russian DJs in leather coats and Caesar hairdos. Every 
single one of us was flying. Sometime later, the cops broke it 
up and even threatened to haul us in. They were responding 

to complaints about the music, and looking for a little 
bonus. They made us line up against a wall. A couple bottles 
of vodka solved the problem, 

After that, 1 went on a wild coke-and-ecstasy spree with 
James and the Eurotrash gang. At the time I was working as 
а personal secretary to the hyper-ambitious Pakistani 
investor. He drove me like a scabbed mule. 1 worked more 
hours than anyone I knew, and made less than anyone I 
knew. I'd go days without sleeping, just to keep the Pak from 
screaming. I'd work through the weekends. Those weekend 
nights I got off, I was so desperate to escape even the residue 
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of the business world that I'd gorge myself on James's coke 
and Е. 

The Eurotrash circle was fairly international: British, 
French, German, two Americans, and a lot of Russians, par- 

ticularly female Russians, They were all lifestyle, and they 
were doing it right. They distinguished themselves from the 
conventional American expats in almost every way, from 
being physically beautiful to being Russian-speaking, not 
overly concerned with their careers outside of office hours, 
and by their healthy attitude toward corporeal pleasure. It 
was understood that none of us would reveal to “the com- 
munity” what we were doing on weekend nights; we all pre- 
tended that we were beer-swilling, bar-b-queing expats, But 
when we got together, it was all pills, powder, techno music, 
and model girls. We were living almost like rock stars—well, 
they were, actually. 1 was only getting the scraps when it 

came to sex. I got the leftovers, but that was fine. They toler- 
ated me, although they thought I had a screw loose—or else 
I was somewhat nerdy in their eyes, out-of-code, awkward. 

I was willing to sell out, sell out everything. Fuck the 
punks and artists, who couldn't score me anything better 
than banana peels! Call me Mr. Techno, so long as they can 

get me high! I listened to and—get this—even DANCED to 

their techno music, clumsily of course. After watching the 
Eurotrashers a few times, I started getting the steps right 
(hooking thumbs in belt loop and thrusting pelvis; cocking 
arms and holding index finger out like revolvers, pointing 
everywhere while shaking head with a cheesy techno smile, 
and other assorted embarrassments). I hated the music 
more and more after having initially decided to ignore it; I 
snorted coke with greed, dropping my hard-earned money 

оп gram after gram in the hope that I'd be invited into the 
heroin penthouse; I popped caps of E well after they stopped 
making me feel good. It was still better than the alternative: 
beer and bar-b-ques on the lawns of Moscow. 

It got to the point where we were dropping E and snort- 
ing coke almost every weekend. That and 80-hour work- 
weeks for a manic, ambitious young Pak were wiping me 
out. But I pushed on. I'd read about these ubermenschen 
business types who never slept at all, and I figured I could do 
it too. I had to somehow nullify those 80 hours of pain and 
waste with a few good hours of bliss, even if it meant I paid 
more later. 

On the eve of the 50th anniversary of the Red Army's vic- 

tory over the Nazis, I slipped out of my boss’s apartment at 

eleven in the evening on a Saturday—we were putting 

together a kind of employees’ manual to define our alleged 

corporate culture—and met up with James at the Titanik 
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club, which has reigned as the king of flatheads-on-ecstasy 
disco since it opened. 

‘Titanik is massive, two-floored, like something from a 
Hollywood movie, Buzz-cut security in Die Hard costumes 
and саг mikes keep order and occasionally rough up a 
drunken flathead. It’s all smoke, eardrum-mangling techno 
booms, and sweating nouveaux riches. In the parking lot, 
James, his girlfriend Ira, her sister, and I snorted several lines 

of coke in his Saab. Then we each popped an Е tab and 
headed into the club. 

It had been а few weeks since I'd taken anything. Work 

was beginning to drive me insane. My Pak boss dragged me 
up and down his stairwell of ambitions and complexes day 

in and day out, 
But on this night, for some reason, the E and the coke 

didn’t work their magic. There's a law of diminishing returns 

with drugs. I was exhausted. Exhausted from work, from 

drugs, and from faking it, faking that I belonged to this 
Eurotrash crowd. 

That's how you start a-feelin’ when it’s five in the morn- 

ing, dawn breaks, and that mental decathlon takes its toll, 

one too many wipe-outs, You want to retire in peace. You 

start thinking about sitting by a fire, in your bathrobe, with 
a John Grisham book, dog оп the carpet. ... 

A couple of months later, James took me to a party at 

Bogdan’s apartment. Bogdan was a Russian techno pop star. 

He was always on TV, prancing around in sunglasses and 

gaudy techno Elton John outfits, And he was the darling of 
the rave underworld, mostly because of the infamous parties 
he threw in his apartment. 

Iwas grateful, if a little perplexed as to why I'd been invited 
to what was supposed to be the coolest of the cool in the 
techno Eurotrash world—a party at Bogdan’s private flat. But 

I didn’t ask questions. The apartment was huge and cleared 
of most furniture; there was a massive sound system, a huge 
projector TV projecting onto the side wall, and a side cubby- 
hole area for DJs. Behind the TV projector were two couches 
and a long, low table. In the center of the table, a kind of tra- 
ditional Russian party bouquet of Soviet champagne, wine, 

cognac, grapes, and mandarins, ... On the edges of the table, 
rows of pills—ecstasy. There must have been about forty 

people who showed, half of whom were teenage girls. 
I was in awe—I kept my mouth shut. Everyone dropped a 

tab—except for James and те, It was a Sunday night, and 1 
couldn't physically or mentally take the strain any longer. 1 

figured I wouldn’t get laid anyway. I'd only end up paying at 
work the next day. 

James withheld too, which surprised те, I regretted it 
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then as I regret it now, but I can’t argue with my general 
frame of mind, which was that I couldn't fake it any longer. 

Even though this neo-'70s disco drug scene was better than 
no drug scene, I wasn't really enjoying myself. It was begin 
ning to feel like work, as though I had to come to meet them 

not halfway but all the way, Selling out wasn't all it was 

cracked up to be. A constant effort, a constant pushing and 
masking, 

Secretly, 1 was hoping for something better, ideologically 
up my alley. Time, as it turned out, was on my side. 

By 1996, the drug scene had exploded and democratized 

The government claims that drug use exploded by 300 per 
cent between 1992 and 1997, and that there are now 2 mil 
lion addicts. Another statistic claimed that heroin imports 
increased by five hundred percent in 1998 alone—continu 
ing one very wonderful vertical X-Y graph slant that began 
when Yeltsin took power. If anything, they're probably 
underreporting it a thousand percent. 

Which was good for me. I no longer had to sell myself just 

to get high. After Living Here established itself, 1 stopped 
hanging out with the Eurotrash crowd completely, and spent 
time with journalists and quasi-arty expats. 

Later, as a manner of bragging, we listed Bogdan’s apart 
ment in the 

bragged about the wild ecstasy parties and tripped out tee 

Xile as the top “Ho-ing” place to visit. We   

nies and Euro-decadence. But we didn't give away the 
address. We 

letters from desperate readers, begging us to let them know 
must have received hundreds of phone calls and 

  

where Bogdan’s was, They were looking for fun. 

    t speed. He was Dap lV couldn't tell me where to g 
an ex-junkie from northern Kazakhstan who 

К- to bang boiled opium extract from the age 
of 13 to 15, out of sheer boredom from living in 

the steppes. His geologist father moved his family there as a 

child. He told me that the boredom was unbearable: just a 

flat, moonlike, dusty steppe, and а city plunked in the mid 
dle of nowhere. Block Brezhnevian apartment buildings, 
grim schoolyards. . . . You either fought the rival punks, or 
banged poppy st 

The word “speed” in Russian means AIDS. So you don't 

  

go asking junkies, with an eager smile, where you can score 
some AIDS. Most junkies here share their needles 
don't want to hear about AIDS, Hepatitis В and С are bad 
enough. When AIDS comes to Moscow—and it’s just about 
here—“speed” will be the evil incantation. . 

They 

The closest equivalent word for speed is “phenamine,” 
although some also talked of “ephedrine,” a ma huang 
Chinese herb which, like ginseng, is pure fiction 

I met Kolya at the only pirate music kiosk in Moscow that 

Heroin fir started 
trickling in around late 
‘94. started to become 
popular with the cool 
crowd in 95, and sent a 
generation of super- 
cheesy/hip techno kid: 
into a ¥ 
slu: 
1996. As always, the 
Xile jumped on the 
heroin-Xploitation 
bandwagon way to 

all wrong, and sold it 
back to the reader ai 
cutting-edge 

doing 
als like  



sold punk and alternative tapes. He couldn't believe that an 
American would be interested in avant-garde music. The 
few Americans Ве’ met were all of the Ned Flanders lawn- 
set. The bar-b-que crowd had really fucked up things for the 
rest of us. 

Kolya invited me to sit with him in his kiosk, drink beer, 
abuse the customers, and steal tapes and money. Actually, he 
stole the money, while I just stole a few tapes here and there. 
We had fun, although in the summer it was a fucking pres- 
sure cooker inside that kiosk, You could barely move one 
way or the other without worrying about tipping over a 

stack of pirate cassettes, and you sweated like a 300-pound 
noseguard during training camp. 

Kolya pocketed every third sale, He needed the money for 
his wife and child. They rented an apartment so far out of 
town that, by train, bus, and metro, it took him over an hour 
to get into the center, I started spending some time at Kolya’s 
kiosk after 1 heard that he was an ex-junkie. This was in 
1994. As it turned out, he was even less connected than I was. 

By the summer of '96, I didn't need Kolya, Through 
Living Here, 'd come into a second, somewhat more inter- 
esting and intelligent group of dopeheads, including jour- 
nalists, investment bankers, and regular hangers-on. They 
were neophytes for the most part, but the drugs were real 
enough. They'd even cracked the speed enigma: one had 
scored speed in Estonia and brought several plastic gram 
packets to Moscow. It was pretty weak, heavily cut with baby 
powder or something, but if you took enough you could 
make a chattering fool of yourself. 

It was heroin I was after most by now, After Misha’s little 
gift at Ptyutch, I went seven long, dry months without it. 1 
finally found the wormhole to Luang Prabang at the Water 
Club, which in the summer of “96 was considered the 
hippest “underground” techno club. It was built into a Soviet 
river-port building, but done up sort of like an MTV video: 
earth-gray curtains and sheets hanging, the requisite Day- 

Glo wall murals ... rooms cut out of nothing ... and an out- 
door chill out in a colonnaded space, perhaps an old waiting 

area for riverboat travelers. Water Club was the successor to 
Ptyutch, the now-mythical underground bomb shelter 
where I'd seen James twitching on Marilyn. 

Not that Ptyutch was all that interesting: just another 

dark disco, only every single kid was guaranteed fucked up. 

‘The authorities closed Ptyutch, probably because at any 

given time about half of Moscow’s MDMA was bursting and 

popping in the brain canals of Ptyutch’s patrons. Water 

Club, although more impressive in design, never took off. In 

mid-’96, the drugs were beginning to take their toll on the 

OUR GOD IS SPEED 

first wave of chemical gluttons, People like Kirill and Stas 

had been devouring drugs for a solid year now. Not in a 
measured, American way, but like raging alcoholics in 
charge of a vodka warehouse. They had the money and the 

connections, as the children of the old Soviet elite—and 
thus, the New Russian elite. So they did lots of drugs every 
single night, and slept it off in the day. They lived like vampires. 

But their supply of serotonin and dopamine had depleted. 
By the time Water Club got off the ground, the usual faces 

were starting to drop off. A couple had gone to dry out. One 
lost her husband to jail for a minor possession infraction, 
Someone—a young blond ex-model—got raped and killed 
while out on a score. There were overdoses. We heard about 
another person dying. Others tried to stay away from the 

Water Club just to save themselves. They'd become heroin 

junkies. They'd been blindsided. It just happened. 
Aword about the Russian attitude toward drugs. In 1994, 

drugs began to appear in Moscow like never before, and by 
"95, the distribution networks were falling into place. The 

youth—particularly the sons and daughters of the new elite, 
who generally had a lot of money, good instincts for what 
was cool, and a love of techno culture—consumed every- 
thing without prejudice. Because they came so late in the 
game, Russians don't carry the baggage of old, false precon- 

ceptions. All are equal before the Russians’ eyes! 

In America, the hippies somehow got control of the drug- 
ranking levers, and little has changed since. So we have these 

dated moral values attached to each drug, such as: 

Marijuana: benign, the Corona Beer of the drug world 
Mushrooms: relatively benign because they are “natural” 

or “organic,” next logical step up from pot 

Cocaine: can be a bad scene, but good for conversation 
Ecstasy: fun, positive, mostly benign, just don't take too 

much 
Acid: a requirement for mind expansion, just don’t abuse 

And a separate category: 

Speed: dirty, bad. As Allen Ginsberg wrote in a manifesto 
in 1967, “Speed is antisocial, paranoid-making, It’s a drag— 
bad for your body, bad for your mind, in the long run uncre- 
ative and a plague in the whole dope industry.” 

  

And a third category: 

Heroin: E-V-I-L 
My own pyramid would be the complete inverse. I've 
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never been more terrified than’ on. 

mushrooms and marijuana, whereas 

heroin has taken me into its down pil 
low den many times, 

hurt me. 

Speed is everything the hippies said 

d never once 

  

it wasn’t: it is social, confidence-mak- 

ing, creative, and a bright spot on the 
whole dope industry. Marijuana, on 
the other hand, is absolutely 

paranoia-inducing, bad for your 

mind, antisocial, and not just uncre- 

ative, but responsible for some of the 
dumbest music, lyrics, and album-cover 

art in the history of man. 
All drugs hit the market in Moscow 

at roughly the same time. So the 
Russians judged each as it made them 
feel, discounting hippie lore. No 
doubt ecstasy is still by far the most 
popular drug in Moscow, along with 
coke, but heroin is not far behind. 
More often than not, the complaint 

about heroin is that it’s unsociable. 

But there is no social/moral stigma 
attached to a person who takes that 
plunge “down” into heroin, which in 
America puts you into a kind of 
prison uniform. 

This made Russians far more 

enlightened than Americans in their 

attitude toward drugs, but also created 

a lot of unwitting junkies very fast, If 

you have a weakness for heroin, or an 
addictive personality, you may as well 

buy heroin a diamond wedding ring, 
Russians as a race are prone to 

excess, | mean extreme excess. They 
consume 80 percent of the world’s 
vodka, You can see them wobbling 
drunk on the streets on any evening, 

helping each other into metro cars 
and at crossings. It’s considered a 

right here. Even centuries ago, foreign 

travelers reported seeing not just 

drunken peasants, but smashed aris 

tocrats and clergy, stumbling down 

the morning streets naked, in the 
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middle of winter, holding their hands in front of their geni- 
talia and picking fights with phantoms. 

During Gorbachev's failed temperance campaign, 
Russians found clever ways to get hammered. For example, 
they learned that fuel products used in MiGs, when distilled, 
yielded something akin to a low-quality vodka. So the 
MiGs—which became known as “flying restaurants”—were 
tapped for their break fluids and gear fluids. While Vanya 
and Sasha got tanked in the airfield tool shed, Sergei 
Petrovich, flying five miles up in the air over the empty 
steppes, suddenly realizes that his wing flaps aren't respond- 
ing. . . . The flying restaurant suddenly starts heading in a 

downward tilt, and there’s nothing Sergei Petrovich can do, 
+». № foreigner can drink—truly drink—with a Russian. 
Even a teenage girl will put you under the table. But at least 
with alcohol, it takes a bit longer for the drug to turn to poison. 

‘That's why a drug like heroin successfully pruned some of 
the weaker-willed young Russians back in 1996. The pen- 
chant for excess and addiction meant that a dabble in heroin 
meant jail, destruction, or death for every tenth Golden 

Youth-er. In a culture where people help each other and even 

allow people to fuck up massively, having an addictive, 
excessive personality is not only tolerated, but encouraged. 
They'll get deeper and deeper into the addiction, assuming 
that somehow fate—or someone—will pull them out. And 
‘even if no one successfully pulls himself out of the shit, at 

least all the fussing and crying makes for good social drama, 
which Russians can’t live without. 

So the Water Club got emptier and emptier, and Golbuev, 
the owner, got more and more desperate. Ilya looked noth- 

ing like the raver kids. He was a curly-haired, bearded, pot- 
bellied Jew who looked twenty years older from the coke 
abuse. Here was another thing I'd never known until now: 
how coke fiends get fat. I can think of about six or seven 
heavy coke fiends I've known in Russia, all of whom were 

slob-fat Belushi types. Golbuev was one of them. And as the 
owner of the coolest new club, he had a new worry: patrons 
dropping off like flies. The cutting-edge techno scene that he 
was instrumental in creating at Ptyutch was cannibalizing 
itself. 

We spent a lot of time together that one summer at the 

Water Club. He turned me on to some shit jones one night. 

He took me and a few friends into his back office with a mad 

look in his black-ringed eyes. He pulled out a wad of cocaine 

and poured it onto a mirror. He pulled out two credit cards 

and started to chop and divide like a Benihana chef, cutting 

some of the hugest rails I'd ever seen. We whiffed out on 

those high-speed rails, Golbuev taking three for our one. 
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Then he pulled out another packet: heroin, as рег my very 
‘own request. 

“This is gray. Persian gray,” he chirped. 
A nasal speedball. It was nice, if a bit weak. 

I bought two grams of coke and a gram of Persian from 
Ilya. A day later, he called me up and asked if he could come 
over. He was over in comic lightning speed. [Ames hangs up 
phone, suddenly, doorbell rings, Golbuev’s at the door . . . | 
He rushed for my stash, poured it out on my desk, and cut 

rails that were even larger than the ones a few nights earlier. 
They were six-lane freeways, those coke rails. Three of them 

lined up next to each other. He had good drug manners. He 

paid for it—he bought it all back from me, then hurried off 

in a taxi to someone else’s house. On his way out, he shook 

my hand, paranoia burning in his charcoal-ringed eyes. 

I didn’t see Kirill any more. There was a rumor that he'd 

gone toa rehab clinic in England or Miami. Stas also cleaned 

up. As did all of James's friends. James was developing some 
strange disfiguration in his facial muscles, a kind of wind- 

tunnel polio droop that got worse every time he dropped Е. 
So he finally gave it a break, But by now I didn’t care about 
the Eurotrash crowd. I'd moved on to a new group of sera- 
tonin parasites who had better taste in music—Pixies and 

Lou Reed albums in between the techno. 
Near the end of summer, word got out that the Water 

‘Club was in big trouble, that it was dying. Golbuev was having 

problems. I could easily imagine: with those manic coke 
fiend eyes of his. . .. A regular of the club was raped and 
murdered. A Water Club manager OD'd. The patrons were 
thinning out. They were dropping off like flies, this first gen- 
eration of Moscow's druggies. They'd reached a limit. 

And then we heard the news: Golbuev had been assassi- 
nated. He apparently had coke debts in the hundreds of 
thousands. It’s hard to imagine someone doing that much 
blow, but he did. 

Later the story got changed. He absconded, or simply fled 

and spread the rumor himself that he'd been assassinated. 
He snagglepussed to Argentina with his girlfriend, then 
eventually made his way back to New York. 

1 later learned a shocking fact about him. He was only 27 
years old. He looked like he was 40. 

Later, in early 1998, Liza Berezovsky, who was close to 

Golbuev, was hauled in by the St. Petersburg cops for pos- 
session of cocaine. She'd been busted at a local rave. I feel 
sorry for the cop who busted her. Boris Berezovsky isn’t 

known for his warm, forgiving personality. You don't rise 
from controlling the mafia-run automobile distribution 
network to tiber-oligarch and survivor of car bombs that 
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decapitate your drivers by holding charity raffles. And now, 
his little Liza was in jail, and word had leaked out to the 

  

national press. 
Liza, of course, got off. The loophole was found. A little 

known section in Russia's draconian, Malaysian-style drug 
  

  

A Bap Ects[sic]sy True Jaws allows you to get off scot-free if you turned the drugs in 

The following is ап email from Eestasy Club yourself. And now, according to the arresting cop, whose 

author Douglas Rushkoff, in response to. last memory had probably undergone a little reediting by 

30+ Berezovsky’s thugs, Liza had in fact turned that coke in all by 

her goodie-two-shoes self, The bust was reported in 

Komsomolskaya Pravda and Moskovsky Komsomolets, two 

papers not too friendly to the dark prince of privatization. 

Other drug offenders haven't gotten off so lightly. 

Dec 3, 1997 ae n alin, the most Wester of any FSU cites, speeds 
the drug of choice, perhaps sharing top billing with 
ecstasy. It makes practical sense: speed gives you a 
far better value, ten times the juice of coke for less 
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You gotta help !! telling my friends 
that real speed 
looks like brown 

sugar with small 
crystal glass shavings: it has a harsh, industrial look. One 
tiny blast will keep you going for hours, But I'm just a speed 
pedant in that way, and it must get old hearing me whine, 
the way expats always whine about sub-Western quality. 

A few friends of mine—expats only—muled their own 
eta _ | _ personal stashes in from Estonia by train. The chances of the 
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customs officials checking foreigners are very slim, slim 
enough to warrant the risk. 

But still no Russian speed. The nice thing about speed is 
that it can be manufactured in any part of the world—but 
here, you've got to import it. I've tried to understand why 
Russians eschew the most rigorous drug of all. My first 
answer would have to do with social stigma—or rather, the 
complete lack of a social stigma. Speed signifies nothing. It’s 
a working-man's drug: for artists, truck drivers, late-shift 
operators, physicists. 

But living in a country where people aren't used to work- 
ing too hard kills the incentive to do speed. On the other 
hand, coke is exotic, expensive, and cinematic. Speed is pro- 
letarian or intelligentsia—so it’s almost like snorting a con- 
centrated Soviet Union, Drugs are supposed to be an escape, 
a vacation, not a return to the familiar. 

People who take speed usually do so because they lack the 
energy and confidence to meet the daily grind. Russians 
have to be the most energetic race in Europe. They are a 
northern anomaly in that way. You can't shut a Russian up. 

They can talk for hours, days on end, about nothing, and 
make it sound urgent. People with high metabolism rates 

tend not to like speed that much. As for confidence, while 
Russian men may lack the kind of anchorman confidence of 
the average Western businessman, he more than makes up 
for it in genuine, unaffected fearlessness. 

A small nation like Estonia, on the other hand, would like 
to feel big and vital a few times a month. As would a lot of 
very small American individuals who felt they were 
promised so much more, and rather than accept that it was 
all a lie, rail out on speed to feel that bigness, that vitality 
that is lost to nearly every American by the age of 20. 

eroin really hit big in ’96, but has declined lately 
in popularity. The techno kids who missed out 

‘on the first Ptyutch wave started hitting clubs like 
Galaktika and Plasma and Les, content with 

dropping ecstasy, mushrooms, and acid. Those clubs have 

since closed, and new ones opened in their place: Chaos, 
Territoriya, interchangeable techno joints decked out in 
Day-Glo. 1 say they're all a bunch of fucking lunatics. Go 

into a techno club and watch these zombie recruits, When 
not slumped brain dead in a chill out, they're crowded into 

the dance floor, all staring ahead in the same direction like 

soldiers waiting for orders. The orders come from the DJs, 
who vary the music to try to correspond to the dominant 

drug of the evening and the crap stage dancer. The Return of 

Disco, Part 10. 
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The Russian drug scene is becoming more Western in that 
factions are starting to form. Before, heroin was on a moral 
par with coke and ecstasy; it’s now earning a reputation as 

something a bit more dangerous and devilish than the oth- 

ers, In a culture where restraint is a totally foreign concept, 

heroin is indeed more dangerous than other drugs. It’s just 

that it’s capable of ruining lives faster than the others. Vodka 
takes about twenty or thirty years to turn your insides into 

ulcers and confetti. That is, if you haven't been run over by 

а саг or killed in a fight during one of your 3-bottle binges. 
Russians will develop drug rankings and morals based 

more on consequence, not on ideology. Russian youth are, to 
their credit, the most ideology-free human beings on earth, 
They are the only people who can look skeptically upon 
everything we're pushing on them—from drugs and goods 

to market economics and post-Christian morality. 

Americans must be the most ideologically rigged people on 
earth, after the North Koreans, precisely because they don't 

even see their morals as having an origin in time and history. 

As the victor of the 20th century, America feels its values to 
be natural, the base standard. 

  

    

he first time I saw Kolya shoot up was in my apart- 

ment in the Kropotskinakaya region of central 

Moscow. This was in the great summer of '96, He'd 

scored one dose, or so he said, and he wanted to 
bang in front of me. To his credit, he did offer me а share, but 
I wasn't in the mood. 

“Can you get me a tic or a belt or something?” 
I brought him an old tie from my slave days with the Pak 

businessman. Kolya wiped his nose, tied the knot, proudly 
jacking the works, as they say. I had to turn and look away, 

especially when the blood was drawn up the neck. It's a little 
phobia of mine, needles and blood. After pulling the needle 
out, he rolled his eyes up and stared at my ceiling. “Wow!” he 

cried. Then he moaned listlessly. I was impressed by how lit- 
tle time it really took. “Ohhh, wow.” 

Six months later, in my friend Andy’s apartment, we tore 

open the fresh needles that we'd bought from a kiosk and 
dipped them into spoons full of freshly cooked smack. 1 
tightened the belt around my biceps, while Kolya slapped a 

vein on the inside of my elbow. He'd bought cotton and a 

small round bandage just for me. He leaned over and shot me 
up. As the heroin spread throughout my body, then slowly 
fanned out to the extremities, | remember thinking, Kolya 

was right. They've all been right, all who have walked this 
path. Lou wasn't lying either. You really can’t lie about smack. 
It’s like lying about love. 
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ея terrified. That's why they make such good infantry. 
Sees Soe One downside to maining with a poor junkie was that if he helped buy you smack, 
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ЕЕ: slept overnight, in bed with me, on January 1, 1997. 1 made a move—just one. And 

Re Le a eats Cee md quickly retreated back to my border posts, crouching, terrified the entire night. ера i : к 
yy tre date” rt fr мо е following morning, Sofiya berated me, in front of Kolya, for being “smirny;” or ial vine fn The following р, Sofiya berated front of Kolya, for being “smirny; 

АЯ ЕЕ meek. Later, my internal newspapers recalled that incident as, and I quote, “An 
Sees ee pep ed evening that will live in infamy.” The details remain hazy. 
Er Ser aoe We got on the subject of drugs, and Sofiya told us of her old childhood neighbor, 
ted Poets Sues у Pasha, who sold heroin. Pasha was а lieutenant in the Russian Army and а cadet at an 

Soi teens Ths me tear ahs woe eg bo cd ‚ 
(ewe coheed Askew. iche pane thea ot cme 
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elite school. Не was also on his way to becoming a major 
junkie. Sofiya called him up and made the arrangements. 
Then we crossed town to Prospekt Mira, and hung out at 
Sofiya’s while we waited for our man. Her apartment was 
cozy and cluttered with reds and golds and embroidered car 
pets on the walls in the old Soviet fashion. Her father is a 
colonel who usually serves in overseas units. 

  

Kolya slipped on his suede wool winter coat, and we fol 
lowed him out the door, | 

  

aving Sofiya behind. Sofiya 
doesn’t like heroin. She prefers coke ог Е. “Heroin just 

makes me go plttt!” she says, splaying herself on the divan 
like a whacked-out zombie, then jumping up and laughing 
Sofiy - 1 can’t even think about her without wanting to 
burst into a post office. 

The three of us—me, Kolya, and Pasha 

to Petrovsko-Razumoyskaya. 

  

catch a taxi out 

one of those anonymous 
regions of Moscow that you might never hear of in ten 

years. Moscow has more people than the entire Czech 
Republic, more than all of Hungary, It spreads in every 
direction. Every year it swallows up another ten villages, a 
few municipalities. It's like the deep sea. I've never met a 
single person in Moscow who knows his city well. 

We agreed to meet our dealer in the central platform of 

the metro at an exact time, thirty minutes from now, It was 

snowing that day, a nice cold white 
snow. Somehow the gray buildings 
and the white snow made for a truly 

cinematic scene, The gray had never 
been more solid and stoic than right 
after а powdering. 

We waited on the platform for 

about fifteen minutes, The dealers 

were late, just like in the song 
Then bandit 

teenagers approached us, each in 

their dublyonki, ог thigh-length 
sheepskin coats. We introduced our- 

selves, shook hands, then followed 

them up the stairs and out of the 

metro station. Parked beside the sta 

tion was a Zhiguli 6-series, based on 

a boxy 1960s Fiat model, with pitch- 

black smoked windows. Pasha and 

Kolya agreed to go into the car to 

make the score. 

I passed the money to them, hop- 
ing to get two grams for myself. One 

of the bandit kids opened the back 

two well-dressed 

  

   ‘The Water Club, the last of the first generation raver 
empty a few months after opening in mid-"86. 
by the mirthtul expressions on these dorkadent customers’ faces. 

OUR GOD IS SPEED 

door. Kolya and Pasha got in, eyes greedily fixed on the 
dealer, The bandit slid into the back with them, while the 
other young bandit waited outside with me, checking for 
cops, making sure I wasn't a snitch. I did my best to act cool 
and nonsnitchy 

they were dead. 1 remem 
ber that he had small pimples on his chin 

1 got a good look at his eyes 

“Aren't you cold?” I asked, noting his open coat 
He laughed and turned away. “Naw,” he drawled 
That was the giveaway. “So how’re you feeling?” I asked. 
He smiled vacantly and growled, “Fuckin-A.” 
The score took about ten minutes. This mobile scab unit 

wasn't exactly the most discreet method Га come across. I 
was shocked and nervous. But I figured that they had to 
have the local militsia paid off to operate this openly. Either 
that, or they were just taking the “davai” attitude. Hard to 
tell, even in hindsight. For those ten long minutes, I started 
coming up with ways to save my ass. If they bust me, ГИ do 

“Hey   like Ash in Army of Darkness Гуе never even met 
these assholes!” 

Kolya came out with a shocked look on his face. “Oh 
Mark, it’s very good, man,” he said, then laughed in disbe- 
lief, shaking his head. I knew he wasn’t lying. We gave two 
1 gram tchetki to Pasha as a kind of agent's fee, then we 

ow, was already half 
But you'd never know anything wax wrong   «ее 123



  

Clampdown! 

  

  

  

ь | By Mark Ames 

a Last mock, the Russian Ouma passod wast is easily the scariest 
lam since зов body was first formed in December 1993, 

Now, в сор can stop anyone on the street ond Рак him eo а 
police station i tne cop wen SUSPECTS that this person is under 
he influence of dregs. Thay can search not ory you, but в your 
piace of residence, just based on your {nGal expressions, It gets 
Worse. if the petloe don't find any drups, thoy have the authority 10 
Перв the suspect to submit fo & drug text—meaning they ose jam 
‘heir ПЕРУ noadlns into your arm and determine va questionable 

ears i you are under the infioence. Under the new law, meray testing pos.eve fev We: 
ды substances Constitutes possession, and possession #9 tN country валу Casting а 
‘ainioan of three yours’ prison. 
‘Russia i sald 30 have 2 million drug sddicss. Given the дог ras of addicts to 

casual users, perhaps 10-20 milion Russians on any give Gay right Yest positive and 
‘would thus be considered felons “in possession” of drugs, The state cows’ ktarnd 10 Jock 
‘everyone up—it cane father, It wants to assert iis authonty aver the таза through fear 
вов arbitrary power, with tie “crug war” providing an acceptable cover 

opens om whiathar oF not you fook ike a suspect. Which | apparently do 
‘was waiking with Krazy Kevin near Ploschad Нсла ween в rickety 
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‘and | couldnt very welt ask for changa. | aid И down on the seat. The tat cop nasty. 
(Drabbed it and stutled « о nis pocket, nervously looking Out the window, Uke... ke #7 a 
‘drug deat, Then nothing happened. For a moment, | toagén hey were going haul me i 

‘Thee they dropped me off, wishing me a cheery icon, “Privyet Amerika” 
‘bul four cays tater. the Duma passed ther War on 
nom I'm not wren sure И his arte а legal, 
the law aed noticing that last week's Moscow Times 

menacing provisions. | cated Sergei Zabarin. а Inmyer мо 
‘Yuri Shakochitin, в Yabloko representative on the 

  

залу 
spoke to bien last 
otal macoess! Ws completely uncivitzed, and а vio» 

‘of the Russian constitution” Zabann confirmed that the new law is vague enough 
loca police oficals and courts have broad leoway to weerprot& aa they see Mt whic, 
8, means feat tuspacts can be detained, searched and forond to submit to blood 

if they simply 100k wrang. Most Moscow copa ave trom the provinces, and could’t 
{el the dierence Detwoon he munchies and ts рок. пом, theyre going to decode who 
Jooks high and who боли. You cin guess what subtle citer thay're going fo usa. 

The lam has been passed, and i's already boing sexed. A close fiend ot Ne Spat ed 

Jor Dima Shalye was detained outide Fes home Manday night бес the cops 
the looked “pale.” They accused fim of being в junkie and hauled him into the station, 
Guy ап в raver degenerate, but tamer a typical young Russian, age 25, who works а 
пня agency and hus naver touched drugs in his Ide. The cops locked him up, eearchad 
bi for drugs and ба arms for signs of track marks, They Preatened to take him 
to а focal facity for @ Blood Yost, but eventusly, he was releaned. 

Коврик social liberal the the Moscow Times may print ectoriats about the need for 
‘ncreased education and need exchange programs tb solve the drug protien, but the 
оса ts at drag Use wif never ware for the same r#ason that aicohol use won’: 09008. 
ARE FUN. Even though this has been common knewindge since roughly Bye beginning of 
‘ume, iC sil highly censored. So Set me repeat: OAUGS ARE FUN. Drugs are more tun 
than veal Ite—raal Мо means # Хоу job, a bad marriage, leaky Bathtubs, cars that don't 
start in the morning... Buk not everyone has the nerve 10 take drugs, 20 99 Cast, Ihe ever 
vengelul herd, insists that they be tacked in jal 

‘When | saw дала Viturtinovskaya siting in that courtroom cage six metre ago, | took 
а neti обе ta ier cae because | suspected that | could be next. Now 7m more oom 
‘vince than ever. Even Boris Kagarleshy of Nezavisamaya Gazeta expressed his surprise 
tocenty about how many paopte read the eXite. They're not all fans. either. They include 
the same FSB people who locked up Viushnovekaye not long alter she publahed her art 
es co drug eure in Novaya Vramya. 

In Russie's darkest periods, the State Weaied its citizens as potential suspects. 1 бб 
‘that ве reason why а criminal ние is 30 strong todwy. It is impoasible to create & 
democracy when such в calationsbyp between stale and одел exists. The West, weich 
claim to have fought the Cola War In the name of democratic values, боези seem 10 
mind, because he stated aim of the law Is to combat drugs; just 88 no one cares about 
the virtaal genocide ot the Russian popuiston this past decade, a “necessary” by-fhoduct 
of tie shock therapy refoems. 
‘Wie fk can pretty well noid tocking Uke suspects by diching Ws leather costs and 

‘дур stripes fot respectable LL Baan catalogue clothes and thick ог ето вяз 
оз тва thicker, the batior. Glasses, evan fake ones, can obtuscate your ilsied, piaholed, 
си bloodshot eyes, while the LI. Bean clathes wil rightfully scare most cogs away like фм: 
lic ¥0 vampires. It's an ungteasant option, but Jot better than wearing a priaon мм 

you've a вокал ог an Alioan, than my Suggestion об be to flush your shit down 
the оби now, and start earning to enjoy alcahes, Cops and lawmakers drink Я 8 the time, 
‘and 100k how wail И haw worked for them,       

    

were off again to the apteka for needles, then Andy’s plush 

apartment for movies and smack. 

Then Living Here collapsed, and I had to go cold turkey. It 
was a terrifying week. Quitting shack is sheer pain: splinters in 

your knees and feet, nausea, and intense paranoia. You're com- 

pletely aware that this world is nothing but a giant charnel 

house, a concentration camp, and there's no hope. All your 
friends are plotting against you. Even your body is rejecting 

you. 
I was lucky to score some Valiums at the apteka to get over 

that withdrawal. Then the eXile had me consumed. Kolya and 

Г saw less and less of each other. I kicked the heroin, but Kolya 

never left. It got worse and worse. He was jamming a half a 
gram a day, then more. ... He developed nasty tracks on his 
inner elbow, 

“Mark, | think I’m starting to have a problem, man. I think 
I may need help,” he told me over the phone one day. He was 

high at the time. His voice was groggy, vaguely desperate. 

I have this natural mechanism that goes off inside of me 

when weak people need my help: I feel a kind of contempt, and 
they suddenly vanish from my screen, <delete>, almost mali- 

ciously so. I have a few exceptions to that very suburban 
California reaction, but Kolya wasn't on that list. He'd call me, 

groggy-voiced, pleading through the fog of heroin. I told him 
Га help him. Then he'd disappear, 

He and his English girlfriend, Jennifer Biggs, couldn't decide 
if their junkie lives were cinematic or merely horrible. 

Trainspotting had just come out on video, so the instinct was to 
choose cinematic, People who try drugs late in life, like Kolya’s 
girlfriend, get stupid ideas in their heads, 

Pasha, the army lieutenant, had become such a serious 

   



junkie that the great Sofiya told me she wouldn't even see 
him anymore, even though they were old friends going 
back to childhood. 1 immediately hated Pasha, on her 
behalf. 

Pasha's military father busted him; they locked him in 
the house for six months, and he was cured. Compared to 
Kolya, he was lucky. 

Kolya’s brother-in-law, a longtime junkie from the sub- 
urbs of Moscow, was recently busted by the police for pos- 
session. The last person I jammed with, a strange 
foreign-currency trader from a top local bank with horn- 
rimmed glasses and a heavy-metal hairdo, somehow got 
hooked on speedballs, overdosed, and died a couple of 
months after we banged together. After that, I gave up the 
needle, 

Just today, finishing this chapter, Taibbi and I saw a pair 
of junkies lying almost dead in my apartment entrance. 

They couldn't have been older than fifteen. For some rea- 
son their shirts were pulled up—they’d probably fallen out 
of my elevator. One's face was turning yellow-white—his 
lips had lost their color. We ran and found some cops, but 

the junkies had somehow reanimated and escaped. | was 
sure they'd died. 

These are the usual heroin endings, although I have to 
say my own is а happy one. I haven't become a junkie. Nor 
have several friends of mine who dabble with it. I think this 
is a highly censored truth about heroin: that an over- 

whelming majority of those who try it don’t become 

junkies, You have to have some inner drive to junkieness for 
that to happen: I’m not sure if the psychological founda- 
tion is that inseparable from the physical one. A junkie will 
become a junkie of something at some time: alcohol, co- 
dependence, bad relationships. . .. Anyway, I’m not, nor are 
my friends, several of whom have done it. 

Kolya is. He cried for help several times, but wouldn't let 
me help him. He enjoyed the attention, the work it took to 

try to cure him, but not the actual cure. Like so many 
Russian men, he wants to be the center of a melodrama, to 

be worried over. Jennifer, his aging disco-hip English girl- 
friend, provided that better than anyone. Hell, she went 

straight down the junkie chute with him, because, as she'd 

tell me, “I worry about him, Mark, you know? And I don’t 

want him to do this alone, I want to do it with ‘im so he's 

not alone, you know what | mean? So that he has an 

anchor.” 
Finally, though, even they couldn't conjure up а cine- 

matic version of their realities. Kolya needed to be saved. 1 

got the name of a rehab center from Medicins Sans 
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Frontiers. It was supposed to be the closest thing to a 

humane rehab center east of Poland. In fact, the place was 
like a jail, with grim nurses and doctors marching down the 
guarded hallways, and the odd patient being hauled from 

‘one wing to another. I escorted Kolya myself to the doctor, 

a stern, jaded central Asian with a clipped silver mustache, 
who started off by telling Kolya he had almost no hope. 
Kolya weakly protested. The doctor persisted, 

“How much are you taking a day?” the doctor demanded. 

“A gram,” Kolya moaned, 
“One gram,” the doctor repeated. He shook his head. 

“Let me see your arms.” 
Kolya sniffled, then pulled the sleeves up on his arms, 1 

almost gagged: pustules and scabs lined all the way up the 
underside of his forearm, and up the backside as well, going 
along the ulna, His arms were rotten Swiss cheese, no doubt 
about it. The doctor gave him very little chance, but he 

agreed to do it for free. 

Kolya checked in Monday afternoon. The warders closed 

the door behind him and locked it. The first thing Kolya 

did was sneak into the bathroom, slip a stash of smack 

from under his shoe, and а needle that he'd hidden in his 

sleeve . . . and jammed it into an empty spot. The other 

inmates demanded their cut, so Kolya passed them his nee- 

dle and what was left of the smack. They fought over it like 

animals, but by then he didn’t care. The entire drug rehab 

clinic was banging Kolya’s heroin! Hurrah! 
Later that night, they started their rehab regime: it con- 

      

sisted of pumping him full of tranquilizers and keeping 
him under tight surveillance. Jennifer came to visit him. 

You weren't allowed to go in and see him in the first week. 

She caught a glimpse of him through the sealed glass 
door—she said he looked like a zombie. He yelled as well as 

  
  

 



  

‘okdova was all forking needed. { hada’ spe since eur 
ddemiskinhead ралу, a fll fine days of blood. poisoning. 
‘when | bearded the flight ut Vimkowa, | had 10. 80 10 

афер to cover a free-fanceassignmeny, but | was burly in the 
right frame of mind. Tas weekly eXile thing i pring 10 lead wo a 
“SELF triple оке suicide, Fra alieady receiving telepathic pab- 

Washed Up 
in Kishenyov 

By Mark Ames 

Irermessages from outer space to begin prepares. The galarys 
future depeads oo i. 

‚.1998 fas stated cut more depraved and dangerous than any 
yur. Beginning cw Fridays ago and ending а week Laer in 
Moldora, my memery is a blur of ais desire, dachurge and 
shame. The ony thing fen soe of stat | ель took 2 cw 

ball fom one of my own bes frends, who blew in my new Абель mouth before fever 
‘essed her in fact, Белиз have been the fourth or fifth вот во low in bee moth that nigh, 
‘nck courting the дуру cab dever or the ooeman atthe Karusel Club, 

temembes being in major челове the Saturday marie after sir skinbcad pany 
‘Td woken up у and beside an ex-convict who'd hovered half he male 

of Moscow rato the huzhroo and brushed my teeth, but twas to late By 
afhemocn, afer Вад the rth air was ang to my ist f eyes, turning iin 

a desertion on deliyed-fuse teenage itresponsibility. Thon on Sunday night, someone 
suck a pin ito my eyes and drained my pupils. That was a sweet nigh, facing, ba unice- 

Senge peels rcp io eo 10 your в ower 
те орон 
о actor when I called i the cheanists to повели a high 
Reset, Le een fab ork bss a el et a 

eet and straight inno the Big Pump. But the moncead ФА wok right. The train 
‘an wil, dering here aed there. it did’ stop 10 pick up 2 single passenger, leaving: me 
-sranded in raexlom thought parems. 1 was like Combolio, ЗА ау so myself and 
‘hurting out cjoined bis of info while the others di thei best о avokd ms. 

‘This wasnt: a question of being “on ds edge." When it comes to sex and drugs, those 
_pardkccks of choice for Olympiad then 1 consider myself to be pees зат 
‘dard~a kind of Ford Esco xf the decadence woe. 

So what’ my excuse? F don't know. halt began with afew cans of Miller Magnum in the 
skinhead basement. That's the last clear mernory J have. Two weeks later, Im nce the same 
‘Person, Now, als 1 can doi ry to recover the late black bor in my hesd, ard coetinue 
[popping as many antibiotics as the local рее will dispense. My lawyer has advised me: 
0 go.on.a snct two-week die of Amonicill, Erythromycin and Cprobay, a super antibe 
‘nic generally reserved for what Philip K. Dick would call Thy Stars. politicians, movie 
stars, CEOs 2nd the Не Фи that matter. Thanks toll hese anabiceics, Em sine 

  

  
  

“Tm not complaining though. Things could be worse. ТВ has been on my case about 
ss under-reparing on my put, an affected slack. oneard the oegatine. He's nt, but 
а. 
thing, even a sbiteindeflm that l never make it to video. Ноу ast column, | meesianed 
ahoenely underage girl who had allegedly bad a miscarriage at the Duck on Ladies’ Night, 
мы 

‘that she didn't actually have a miscarrisge—chat Тине polliwog in her alcobol-ankd-nicetine 
soaked woenh is sill mutating ito a cute lithe Flipper haby, right ое феи. But as things 
stand right now, nether Nseasba nor Hipper havea dackly: Ors home| dni mind! spend: 
ing a eighe with a bleeding tecmagera few weeks buck. But then she started call 
‘ing me. And ‘over. And ringing axy doorbell for a half hour straight at four ie the 
moming. {filly ripped the cheap box вия ofthe wall 20d sashes! it and 1 don’ мет 
ток re eae saa 

ye pega.” } 
“Nu ichto™” she snapped. 
don know, man—aybe I should get « caged pitbull znd puc tin any podyezd with а 

peed mae tated hgh bea Pas arated te 

Зее. Пчела ix. thas spent his puppyhood getting герой 
ly beaten by hired neighborhood dyevushki, “Go for the womb, Scrape ‘Atta bot” 

1s 2 good sign thar I thinking these pitbull thoughts, Тс пари fas couple of 
‘Years ago, ed have pur а cute golden retrieves in that cage: Things have defintely impeoved. 

‘Naw 1 have someone living in my apartament wih tbe. She'd just been released from a 
бе бое од о бы О Ыб 
ther frat. spun completely out ofthe orbit of responsibly and adulthood, leaving every- 
oem else to-do the work of putting the newspaper together, I fucked everything up. down 
{the lst word, When I boarded the Air Maida fight x» Kishenyo, ТАВЫ an! Keazy   

Fevin hadnt even Берио to строфе their IneraryStabingrad. Met росе the seat 
release, kicked buck, and ined wo think east why this arg Ti} woulda? explode 
in midair: Then | realized, | ie facking, care—sfter five days of meeral gymoastics, twas 
ready to surteiexip any fie, clung a See Page 3 sory we the caption: No survivors 
were found.” 
Alesse eile suff got ts celestal revenge an me Kishenyor i the exact породу 

ical representation of whist heavy methienphetamine comeown fecls Mike. This & the 
real gray, the en of the line: Hope was sucked from ts very sail. Even the city's beggars 
and т divers soem toe head tun alive, lke tho weary phantoms in 9 Plaionav navel 
‘Сом own from a six-day serotonin-sucking binge in the Kidbenyow Gone Нов is 
fast pln redundant 

‘The White God facwor was Фей high in Mokdowa, box the swarthy. empty faces 
were nee the stuff cf even iy most Boubled fantasies. | understood what i felt to be amid 
аб, pth helawsed Во offal о the Вора the natives growed at my Кач, [wart 
‘ed swat them away with » sharpened по ао quickly get i my bee! room, 

‘The nicest Moidowans worked im plurmacies Por some пез they all had iti the 
реа that | was from the George Soros Foundation. Not had: Soron. ster 28, bankrolled 
the Calfonmis referenducy that allowed! maaijuans houses 5 open. “Yeah, Tm Каха the 
Soros Fenindation,” Г agreed, us they filled my Chesemas stocking with dlanepams sod 
reinypnols 20x! cesta cocktails hs a Joc of hand work, being а рыба 
‘rapist. No sleep at all" showed up to usnerviews with bankers and ministers bloodshot 
‘wreck, nodding cf in mid-answer. Г доц they thought ic was soose kind of eccenic. 
Sorority cn i fat nde te rapa of wap pat 
р Which в where fim headed i! eet yet handle om this bec       

    

he could for her to rescue him, Then they dragged him 

away. 
By Saturday, Jennifer and | were officially allowed to visit 

Kolya. The oddest thing happened, though. He wasn't 
dressed.in a smock. Не was chipper and excited, kissing the 
orderlies good-bye. 

“All right,” he said, hugging us both. “ 
fucking place.” 

“Wait, what do you mean?” I asked. “You're supposed to 

do three weeks or six weeks, агеп you?’ 

“No fahking way, man,” Kolya said. “They threw me out 
and told me never to return. They fahking hate me. I made 

their lives fahking miserable until they can’t stand me апу- 

more. They're telling me, ‘Fakh you, we take care of you for 
free and you act like t And I tell them, ‘Just let me the 

fahk out, I don't want your fahking help!” He laughed 
proudly and hugged Jennifer. 

“But Kolya—” Jennifer weakly protested, but it was clear 
by the way she snuggled up to him that she was happy to 
resume their little film. 

On the car ride home, she boasted about her own 

painful withdrawals, and all the weight she'd lost from her 
junkie spree. Kolya called her “Babbles,” and told me that 

everything was all right, he was cured. 
The next week he and Jennifer were both back on, worse 

than ever before. I clicked and dragged Kolya’s icon into the 
delete bin, certain that he was going to be dead within a 
month. He called, but I didn’t return his messages. We ran 

into each other again at a nightclub, and he was high as 
usual. 

“I need your help, man,” he moaned. “Really, I need your 
help.” 

But by then, he didn’t exist in my hard drive. He was 
communicating through a pathos-filter, meaning that as 

в 

T’m out of this 

  

    

  



far as I was concerned, he was little more than babbling 
furniture. 

He finally left his girlfriend and took off first for St. 
Petersburg, then to northern Kazakhstan, to his home vil- 
lage, for another three weeks, He told his parents every- 
thing, and they helped nurse him back to health. Can you 
imagine that in suburban California? Being welcomed by 
your parents with open arms when you tell them that 
you're а junkie, that you need their help? No way! They'd 
throw you on the streets and tell you “it’s for your own 

good.” That line—“‘it’s for your own good”—has done 
more harm than any land mine. That middle-class selfish- 

ness cloaked in morality. What people really mean is, “leave 
me the fuck alone!” 

Kolya returned to Moscow а month later, tanned, fit, and 
with his old voice back. He was completely clean. Jennifer 
had done the same, having moved to England for two 
weeks. 

And then, .., Within a month, they were back on. At first 

they dabbled, like regular casual users. Then, like some sub- 
atomic physics equation, they leaped up to the next orbit, 

the junkie orbit. It happened so quickly. They sank into a 
Kind of slow paranoia—a very indoors, drawn-blinds and 
scattered-cassettes paranoia, a bourgeois Sid and Nancy. 
But she couldn't take it anymore. She was dying. In the 
summer of '98, she abandoned Moscow. 

Kolya called me in a panic after she left. “I can’t believe 
the bitch! She just left! Now where am I going to get the 
money? I'm fakhed, Mark. Can you help me?” 

brought two grams of speed with me from Tallinn 
into Moscow to help me when Kara and Matt left. I 

was in the train wagon with another mini-mule, 

Owen Matthews. When we crossed the border, we 
stuffed our grams into a crumpled-up cigarette box in our 

first-class train car. | was nervous at the border crossing— 
Jesus, what was I thinking? Seven years, hard labor in the 

foreigner prison in Mordova just for a lousy two grams of 

shit Estonian speed?! It was too late. The passport control 

checked our documents, then left. 

Suddenly, two blue-uniformed customs agents burst 

into our cabin, one with a flashlight, the other, the hefty 

mustached one, moving slowly. The one with the flashlight 

steps onto the bed and shines his light into the cubby hole 

up top, where our bags are kept. He asks me to lift up the 

bed, to check the storage space underneath. 1 comply, try- 

ing my best to keep from shaking. And then suddenly, 

they're out. Just like that. 

OUR GOD IS SPEED 

That speed helped me get through a rough period with 
the newspaper. The rest went into writing this chapter. 

Later, a techno skinhead friend of ours scored us some 

local “phen,” yellowish amphetamine imported from 
Latvia, Taibbi and I must have vacuumed fifteen grams of 

the shit from February through May 1998, when we tried 

and failed to convert the eXile from a biweekly to a weekly. 
Looking back, those months barely register on the memory, 
Just quick scenes of frantic scrambling to meet deadlines, 
the cut-up method put into 

practice. | can still hear the 

evolution of Taibbi’s snort- 
ing habits: at first, he'd line 

up tiny little yellow strelki, 
snort, and screech. Within a 
couple of minutes, paranoia 
would hit him. “What? What 
are you looking at, Ames?” 

“Nothing, dude. Don't 
worry.” 

Then he'd start to pour 

sweat, worse than me. 
After a couple of months, 

Taibbi’s strelki got fatter and 

fatter, while his snorting got 

louder and louder, You 

could hear him from the 
other side of our offices. It 
was like an elephant with a 
nasty case of the sniffles. 

And he'd always finish off 
his snorts with a loud, half-pained, half-satisfied, 

“Ahhhbh!” 

We were lucky, again: if not for the speed, we'd have col- 
lapsed after three issues, As it was, with the speed, we 
crashed after about fifteen issues, but the crash was pro- 

portionately brutal. 
We snorted our way through four months straight of 

weekly eXiles. And in the process, we lost track of our new, 
embittered sales director, Nicole Mollo, who had replaced 
Kara. Under Nicole, the business end began to fall into dis- 
array, Before our incarnation as Moscow tweaks, we kept a 
close eye on her. She hated our newspaper and everything 

Matt and I stood for, and desperately wanted to be accepted 

by those baloney-sandwich geeks whom she imagined were 

the elite of the expat community. 

Her background was anything but normal. Nicole told 

Matt and others that she had been pushed into a foster 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

home in rural Wisconsin as а child. How she wound up in 
Russia is unclear, She was 17 when she arrived. One version 

is that she came here with her mother and ran away. The 

other version is that her mother brought her here and aban. 

doned her. For Christmas, she received a box of gifts at the 

eXile from her mother: Inside were scores of kiddie world 

toys meant for the “Ages 3-8” segment. Nicole showed them 
to me and told me that this was one big reason why she 

wasn't going back to America. It made us feel sorry for her 
and, in the midst of our brain-sucking speed binge, we forgot 
to keep our cye on her. 

Just as the phen was running out, and we made the deci. 

sion to go back to our biweekly regime, I arranged to have a 
meeting with Nicole to go over all the cash receipts and 

expenses since ‘Taibbi and I first dipped into the crank four 
months earlier. She skipped the first meeting, I called, and 
she didn’t return my calls, I left messages on 

her pager, but got nothing. Then came the = 
weekend, near the end of April 1998. And still 

she was nowhere to be found. The following 
Monday morning, just recovering from a 
weeklong dry spell, I arrived early in the || С 
office. My energy was best in the morning. My 
brain could only produce enough serotonin 

  

    

fuel to last until lunch. That's when I saw | © 
‘ole’s note on her desk, next to her pager. 

She'd absconded. 5 
There wasn't а lot we could do, at least not 

right away. She took the financial records of 

all the cash-in and cash-out transactions. She 

promised to hand them to our publisher, but 
never did. We've never seen them since. 

We tracked her down through a friend of | 

hers at the American Embassy. But what 

could we do? Only our boss could have her 
iced—which he wouldn't dare. Icing ап | 

American girl wasn’t worth that kind of | 

money to him. We couldn't have her arrested. 

Bringing this to the attention of the militsia, а 

force so corrupt that they make the Mexican / 

police look like Andy Griffith, would only 
cause more problems. No, we'd have to post- 
pone our revenge on Nicole, 

Worse, we'd run out of speed, We were 
plunked back into reality—stripped of 

money, honor, and amphetamines. You 
couldn't find phen anywhere in all of 
Moscow! The Latvian labs had been raided. 

  

  

The punks went back into hiding. We got desperate. So des- 

perate that we agreed to hire the techno skinhead who'd 
d on a permanent basis, if he could line   scored us our sp 

up another batch. 

Eventually, he did, We bought 20 grams. And got a 
special customer discount, which we then kicked back in 
the form of a bonus to our skinhead, Now we've got 
enough phen to last us to the end of the year, It was a 

win-win situation for e 
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  ХВ 31.03.98) Avoidin the 
Death-Thing 
By Mark Ames 

[= leave my aparanens these days, Mandan pects and caller 

    
    

  2105 fll my Уве sink. For the last two weeks, Ie lived mea: 
1) on a diet of rmarcarins see ele 

Since we went weedy, Tye dropped almost We poussls Domit seep 
tench anymore either. АВ those Бобу functions... They're i 
waste of time. I could pump gut two Все Зоо articles in tbe tbe 
ake to shit out a Mama Zoya dinser—and they'd look roughly the: 

same, 300, Bul theres гр way зло you've to tend fo the bexly’s Вас ones. Unless 
о want to wind op like Karen Cacpenter: a линк skeleton, blacke 
Whi as where f'n headed if this weekly thing doesn't give 

Sometimes you have tp wonder if you're talking things too far, Г comsikler опумей tor be 

Peemy modest in drat aera, especially compared to xome peuple | know, Like my: friend 
Layton, who has whied sc much lass ower the las thee years that hist 

‘his dick has shawweled сто 3. walnut, and he can’ take a shit without consuming three Бас of 
Вах chocolate. | don’ think be’ left his Hollywood aparument sire’ I last sw 
‘year ago. Another close frlend here in Moscow contracted hepatitis from carelewty maining 
There's been a fresh hepatitis epidemic among juniocs this year. Half of Moscow's Кем 
youth has yellew faces und yelow eyes. Lrecernty pot my bep-A and Нер-В у 
You never know who's popping with Читу needles and who isn’. Yeu'd be suepersed how 
many young Russiuns Fre met jam drugs like ИУ nothing: ЗресаНК and poppy straw... even 
LSD juice. seems that almost everyone I meet hus popped at feat cave a the lst month 
No just grungy hairlye types with onse rings. bor scemingly noemal people. Your ge 
friend boyfriend or receptionist of research analyst migit be one of them. Unlike in the Wes, 

here, maining флору doesn't set yew apant from the pack aed place you in a special danger 
‘ous category, Its ust seen foe whut iss bemer, faster везло a high, 

‘You can buy needles at just about any upteks en town. The qualey varies: you can get 
anything fom Danish nerdies о Turkic Indian ones, Those can be paid, и big 
greenish bruses for days. But Russian лсд are the woot thick dull. Popping one of 
these ео your veins &s ike Ging to сы а tractor tine with a butter Кей: 

‘fast las: Saturday night 1 was at an underground club, talking 10 some grungy teenage 
$. out of schoo! and оке of work She told me that she regularly james Special-K and ISD, 
bat abe avoids heroin because oo many of ber friends have becom pakies. You'd never 
know by looking at her that she bangs. which és why fm just going to assume, in the future, 

hut anyone 1 meet is 3 regular dixty-needle junkie. Which 2 a5 good reason as ay to pet 
‘your hep vacctations and—guip!-—wear cnedoms. You just know that tsstans, with their 
Бе attitude towards the Dying-Thinig, aren’ dipping their friesds needles into Goeox 
bleach sitions before sticking them ino their arms, There's only one ting oe their mind 
when their yeow-hued. scahbed faced fiend passes the needle, dipping with infected 
blood: Davai 

Another mutual acquaintance ©СУЗ on a monser specdball а few months cartier. Не 
was в POREX trader for в top local Russian bank who couldn’ get enough stimulation. 
You've gor wo wonder that fees like, ODiny oe a speesinall is there a dhiny-second flash of 
Pure Bliss before the aorta explodes? Like ane of those blinding white lights that makes your 

jaw drop, and say, “Ob. my God К. beautful..” before stumping ver in a pool of wok, 
(Or does lle voice in your head screech, ‘Danger, Wil Ribinson! Dan—_" as the battery 
pack in your hack faBs 10 the ew and yor keel over dead. 

About a modth back, 1 was beading into my podyead with Tibi, when we carly 
tipped crea pair of toerage coepse thar had fallen out of my elevator. Обе was bing on his 
‘hack, his shit and sweater фолка up almost is shoulders. His face was whitish bx, and 
his lips had tas cal, while his fiend was curled ino a ball, was clear that they'd OD 
‘on scime bad junk (the purky of heroin has gone: foo: Sess than SOM ter over 6 mah tat 
ow months, accveding my © bouserne Lena). Right then, sonye Биби from my build 
ing comes storming i, yelling фе ewo coxpses, kicking the blue faced kis legs aoe ek 
fg a scene, Then she tues! and asus АБЫ ane! me to belp her drag the dead Kis cut 
lnc the stow, Jess, 04 1 боя Twas 3 nis: bi this ok ich made me foo Sie Sally 
‘Suvthent.. 

Since Te been spending a lot of skepless nights lately in my apartment, I've boen thik 
tng more 20 more about tbe Death-Thing. The way ook at, 5 important to avoid the 
‘Deatb-Thing. Seems sraghlorward спору. Russans, 28 1 sid, are far Kes parser about 
death than your average Californian—thats why they make far beter infantry than зоол 
‘Their atid has always insprested me, а nce wanting to di is peesty good ти 
ку And foe my toner, the best way обо death is by staying locked wp in xy apart 
ment. Мей ту docebell receily, but фсе answer it when itrings. And f stopped answer 
ing the bose after 1 gota Бет, tear-drenched call from an сте whose abortion 
“sory wrote up last tne, “Doe you knew that people Гео read your newspaper?” She's 
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probably boiling a rabbit при neve in her kitchen, a rabbis named Mark. Before het, 1 was 

getting regalar cals from some OMON thug who was having an affair with Lena when she 
lived with me. Woo knows vo what lng be go to find ber. And speaking of Lena. she 
disappeared the weeks ago, hes bag 8 ill in my agurtment, and 1 haves’ got so semach as 
a message. wonder f she even ave 

1 ty to lent my casework excursions 30 the ее ой Ви Um beaming to think 
that tis is where Я wil all end. There's kind of селе, feweboding vibe going around the 

‘eXibe offices these days, 2s € somedhing BAD is going to happen. The weekly schedule has 
‘pul ва unsustinable stress on us all Also, the unanqounced-wend-assed-viston index has 
sere to an alltime hgh a cores. Ce pto-Nacis hanging oe in the cores skinheads 
poping in and out; and just the обет diy, ome strange miklle-aged! Russian imam who 
‘aimed to work foe 9 sate information agency innocently dropped! in, refuse to look at 
Tube ce me, and peoceeded to quely gather up as macy copes ofthe ee 35 he cea ft 
ino bis briefcase, Then be deappeazed.. We even fad a farmer Burger Kveen burgee ip: 
per drop olf a поиску tw works hack, avd pester us with twice-daily calls is piece 
was a fairly inferesting account of what K meant to be а Russian “eXile” living in squats in 
Moscer, andthe diflerence hermven these aierng, зна сева eX snd the рат 
pered, hedonistic eXpat Боло of our newspaper... wen we fold him that we were ие 
‘ected in running his pve fhe тов i, he played the hur, misunderstood ans, grabbed 
his mapas, and spi 

“That got me thinking: one of these days, someone's gonna Mark David Chapman ws al 
‘The question is when, and by who. 

‘The Kathy Lally bner tothe Johnson Lis ee page 13 is proof positive that ou days in 
this work ane numbered. Now wee got correspondent fromthe Exaltimore Sun who 

‘noe only wants us censored and banned, but who's willing to play the NKVD informant and 
Delp lock us up ima Russias разно because she does ibe the way we wre. Thats not fst 

a Lapse of jourealisticethice—tat's a sign tha the упс mob is reaching ctical mass. 
Му sclucion tothe Death Ting i to try to stay at homes mach as posse. Fm Вера, 

ning 0 be my apartment ce awful snes that waft in rom the hums who sleep 
sod crap inte corridos. Ive go my ‘Senth Park tapes and a porno film starting а Great 
Dune, а water bufflo, 3 pony, 04 some Pact Itinders to heep me company. Af this 

issue's done, Fm going to settle down for a quiet laagh washing eight year okt cartoon kik) 
Kenny get impaled on flag pe, and his slow, blood-grease side down to the ground. 
ven if its no fury the tenth ane arching it, least is soothing, under the age-old the 
cry of "Bete him than me.” 

  

  
 


